
Isabella expands the range  
for motorhomes and caravans

A new travelling companion for the motorhome and a unique sun canopy for the popular Penta awning 
are among the new products for the 2023 season presented by Isabella at this year’s Caravan Salon 
in Düsseldorf.  
 

Isabella’s caravan awnings have graced European campsites for over half a century with their elegant design and hard-wear-
ing materials. With sales of motorhomes and vans on the rise, Isabella is now also focusing on developing even more smart 
solutions for campers. One of these is the Buddy. The perfect travelling companion for your camping holiday. 
The Buddy consists of two sides and a front attached to the roll out awning of a motorhome or caravan to create a flexible liv-
ing space under the awning. The front is available in four different sizes, allowing you to choose whether to have an enclosed 
living space under the entire awning or to create an enclosed living space and a covered terrace. 

Specially designed sun canopy for Penta
The Penta has been a favourite with campers for more than 35 years. At the request of many Penta owners, we’ve developed 
the perfect sun canopy for the iconic pentagonal Penta awning. It’s based on Megasteel and welded corners, making it extra 
solid. The sun canopy features a unique construction in the form of a top rear panel with windows, which ensures plenty of 
headroom and light, even if mounted on the Penta awning under the overhang. 

Solar-powered light for windscreens 
Another 2023 accessory is the new solar lamp for windscreens. Designed to be mounted on the spikes at the top of your 
Isabella windscreen, they can also be used on a camping table for intimate lighting. The light charges via a solar panel on its 
top or USB cable. Once darkness falls, switch on the light using the touch button for a cozy atmosphere around your camping 
oasis. 

More tunnels for X-Tension 
Last year’s big news for vans, Isabella Air X-Tension, now gets two more specially designed tunnels to ensure 100% 
 connection between van and tent. The freestanding air awning will fit even more vans than before. 

Discover Isabella’s latest products at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf 27/8 - 4/9 2022, stand 3C 90-01, Hall 03

Download product photos here
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